Finastra uses learning to lead innovation in fintech services.

Challenge: Lack of skills-based learning for employees

- Mergers and continued growth caused Finastra to have several L&D plans across departments.
- There was a lack of cohesion and relevant content for the entire organization, and employees wanted to develop the right skills.
- To meet their strategic vision and retain employees — in an industry that’s a massive battleground for top talent — leaders needed to invest in their people with skills-based learning.

Solution: A skills-building platform with personalized content

- With LinkedIn Learning Hub, Finastra uploaded personalized content and internally promoted custom learning paths and learning collections. These focused on critical skills by job role and content related to strategic priorities.
- They designated time each week for companywide development and also gave incentives to top monthly learners, identified with LinkedIn Learning data.
- Finastra accelerated employee development and achieved strategic goals by adopting a skills-based learning approach.
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